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As the global information infrastructure is becoming more ubiquitous, dig-
ital business transactions are increasingly performed using a variety of mobile
devices and across multiple communication channels. This new service-oriented
paradigm is making the protection of privacy an increasing concern, as it relies on
rich context representations (e.g., of location and purpose) and requires users to
provide a vast amount of information about themselves and their behavior. This
information is likely to be protected by a privacy policy, but restrictions to be
enforced may come from different input requirements, possibly under the control
of different authorities. In addition, users retain little control over their personal
information once it has been disclosed to third parties. Secondary usage regula-
tions are therefore increasingly demanding attention. In this paper, we present
the emerging trends in the data protection field to address the new needs and
desiderata of today’s systems.

1.1. Introduction

Today’s digital business processes increasingly rely on services accessed via a va-

riety of mobile devices and across multiple communication channels [2]. Also,

terminal devices are now equipped with sensors capable of collecting information

from the environment, such as geographical positioning systems (GPS), providing a

rich context representation regarding both users and the resources they access. This

representation includes potentially sensitive personal information, such as the users’

purpose, geographical location, and past preferences. While collecting and exploit-

ing rich context data is indeed essential for customizing network-based processes

and services, it is well known that context records can be misused well beyond the

original intention of their owners. Indeed, personal information is often disclosed

∗A preliminary version of this paper appeared under the title “Privacy in the Electronic Society,”
in Proc. of the International Conference on Information Systems Security (ICISS 2006), Kolkata,
India, December 19-21, 2006 [1].
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to third parties without the consent of legitimate data owners; also, professional

services exist specializing on gathering and correlating data from heterogeneous

repositories, which permit to build user profiles disclosing sensitive information not

voluntarily released by their owners.

In the past few years, increasing awareness of the privacy risks of unauthorized

user profiling has led to stricter regulations on personal data storage and sharing. It

is now widely acknowledged that business processes requiring large-scale information

sharing will become widespread only if their users have some convincing assurance

that, while they release the information needed to access a service, disclosure of

really sensitive data is not a risk. Unfortunately, some of the emerging technological

and organizational requirements for preserving users’ privacy are still not completely

understood; as a consequence, personal data is often poorly managed and sometimes

abused. Protecting privacy requires the investigation of different aspects, including:

• data protection requirements composition to take into consideration require-

ments coming from the data owner, the data holder, and possible privacy

law. These multiple authorities scenario should be supported from the

administration point of view providing solutions for modular, large-scale,

scalable policy composition and interaction [3, 4].

• Security and privacy specifications and secondary usage control to iden-

tify under which conditions a party can trust others for their security and

privacy. Trust models are one of the techniques be evaluated [5, 6]. In

particular, digital certificates (statements certified by given entities) can be

used to establish properties of their holder (such as identity, accreditation,

or authorizations) [7–11]. Moreover, since users often have no idea on how

their personal information may be used subsequently, it must also be given

a mechanism to specify whether or not to consent to the future use of that

information in secondary applications [12];

• Inference and linking attacks protection that is often impossible, if not at

the price of not disclosing any information at all. Among the techniques

used to protect the released data, k-anonymity promises to be a successful

solution towards increasing privacy;

• Context information (including location) protection to avoid unauthorized

leaks that may cause loss of privacy, for example, on the user’s whereabouts.

These issues pose several new challenges to the design and implementation of

privacy-aware systems. As far as mobile devices systems are concerned, a major

concern is on-board memory and storage limitations. Lightweight terminals require

usage logs to be held by the infrastructure, making inference and linking attacks

more likely. On the other hand, usage logs need to contain enough information to

enable analysis for detection of violations to the privacy policies in place. Another

challenge relates to the fact that client and servers alike will not be under the control

of trustworthy authorities, so they cannot be assumed to be trusted. Each device
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and operating system must provide measures to protect the integrity and confiden-

tiality of sensitive personal data and of the privacy control policies. Finally, the

lack of resources available on portable devices such as cell phones and laptops may

pose some constraints on the effectiveness of purely cryptographic approaches to

privacy solutions, adversaries trying to access personal data could have much more

computational resources at their disposal than legitimate clients. In this paper,

we discuss these problems and illustrate some current approaches and ongoing re-

search. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1.2 addresses

the problem of combining authorization specifications that may be independently

stated. We describe the characteristics that a policy composition framework should

have and illustrate some current approaches and open issues. Section 1.3 addresses

the problem of defining policies in open environments such as the Internet. We then

describe current approaches and open issues. Section 1.4 addresses the problem of

protecting released data against inference and linking attacks. We describe the k-

anonymity concept and illustrate some related current approaches and open issues.

Section 1.5 discusses the problem of protecting privacy of location information in

pervasive environments. We describe the location privacy concept and illustrate

some current approaches and open issues. Finally, Section 1.6 concludes the paper.

1.2. Policy composition

Traditionally, authorization policies have been expressed and managed in a central-

ized manner: one party administers and enforces the access control requirements.

In many cases however, access control needs to combine restrictions independently

stated that should be enforced as one, while retaining their independence and ad-

ministrative autonomy. For instance, the global policy of a large organization can

be the combination of the policies of its independent and geographically distributed

departments. Each of these departments is responsible for defining access control

rules to protect resources and each brings its own set of constraints. To address

these issues, a policy composition framework by which different component poli-

cies can be integrated while retaining their independence should be designed. The

framework should be flexible to support different kinds of composition, yet remain

simple so to keep control over complex compound policies. It should be based on

a solid formal framework and a clear semantics to avoid ambiguities and enable

correctness proofs.

Some of the main requirements that a policy composition framework should have

can be summarized as follows [3].

• Heterogeneous policy support. The composition framework should be able

to combine policies expressed in arbitrary languages and possibly enforced

by different mechanisms. For instance, a datawarehouse may collect data

from different data sources where the security restrictions autonomously

stated by the sources and associated with the data are stated with different
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specification languages, or refer to different paradigms (e.g., open vs closed

policy).

• Support of unknown policies. It should be possible to account for policies

that may be not completely known or even be specified and enforced in

external systems. These policies are like “black-boxes” for which no (com-

plete) specification is provided, but that can be queried at access control

time. Think, for instance, of a situation where given accesses are subject, in

addition to other policies, to a policy P enforcing “central administration

approval”. Neither the description of P , nor the specific accesses that it

allows might be available; whereas P can respond yes or no to each specific

request. Run-time evaluation is therefore the only possible option for P .

In the context of a more complex and complete policy including P as a

component, the specification could be partially compiled, leaving only P

(and its possible consequences) to be evaluated at run time.

• Controlled interference. Policies cannot always be combined by sim-

ply merging their specifications (even if they are formulated in the

same language), as this could have undesired side effects. The accesses

granted/denied might not correctly reflect the specifications anymore. As

a simple example, consider the combination of two systems Pclosed , which

applies a closed policy, based on rules of the form “grant access if (s, o, +a)”,

and Popen which applies an open policy, based on rules of the form “grant

access if ¬(s, o,−a)”. Merging the two specifications would cause the latter

decision rule to derive all authorizations not blocked by Popen , regardless

of the contents of Pclosed . Similar problems may arise from uncontrolled

interaction of the derivation rules of the two specifications. Besides, if the

adopted language is a logic language with negation, the merged program

might not be stratified (which may lead to ambiguous or undefined seman-

tics).

• Expressiveness. The language should be able to conveniently express a

wide range of combinations (spanning from minimum privileges to maxi-

mum privileges, encompassing priority levels, overriding, confinement, re-

finement etc.) in a uniform language. The different kinds of combinations

must be expressed without changing the input specifications (as it would be

necessary even in most recent and flexible approaches) and without ad-hoc

extensions to authorizations (like those introduced to support priorities).

For instance, consider a policy P1 regulating access to given documents and

the central administration policy P2. Assume that access to administrative

documents can be granted only if authorized by both P1 and P2. This req-

uisite can be expressed in existing approaches only by explicitly extending

all the rules possibly referred to administrative documents to include the

additional conditions specified by P2. Among the drawbacks of this ap-

proach is the rule explosion that it would cause and the complex structure
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and loss of controls of two specifications; which, in particular, cannot be

maintained and managed autonomously anymore.

• Support of different abstraction levels. The composition language should

highlight the different components and their interplay at different levels of

abstraction. This is important to: i) facilitate specification analysis and

design; ii) facilitate cooperative administration and agreement on global

policies; iii) support incremental specification by refinement.

• Support for dynamic expressions and controlled modifications. Mobile poli-

cies that follow (stick with) the data and can be enriched, subject to con-

straints, as the data move.

• Formal semantics. The composition language should be declarative, imple-

mentation independent, and based on a solid formal framework. The need

of an underlying formal framework is widely recognized and in particular

it is important to i) ensure non-ambiguous behavior, and ii) reason about

and prove specifications properties and correctness [13]. In our framework

this is particular important in the presence of incomplete specifications.

1.2.1. Overview of ongoing work

Various models have been proposed to reason about security policies [14–17]. In [14,

16] the authors focused on the secure behavior of program modules. McLean [17]

proposed a formal approach including combination operators: he introduced an

algebra of security which enables to reason about the problem of policy conflict

that can arise when different policies are combined. However, even though this

approach permits to detect conflicts between policies, it did not propose a method

to resolve the conflicts and to construct a security policy from inconsistent sub-

policies. Hosmer [15] introduced the notion of meta-policies (i.e., policies about

policies), an informal framework for combining security policies. Subsequently,

Bell [18] formalized the combination of two policies with a function, called policy

combiner , and introduced the notion of policy attenuation to allow the composition

of conflicting security policies. Other approaches are targeted to the development of

a uniform framework to express possibly heterogeneous policies [19–21]. Recently,

Bonatti et al. [3] proposed an algebra for combining security policies together with

its formal semantics. Following Bonatti et al.’s work, Jajodia et al. [4] presented

a propositional algebra for policies with a syntax consisting of abstract symbols

for atomic policy expressions and composition operators. The basic idea of these

proposals is to define a set of policy operators used for combining different policies.

In particular, in [3] a policy is defined as a set of triples of the form (s,o,a), where

s is a constant in (or a variable over) the set of subjects S, o is a constant in (or a

variable over) the set of objects O, and a is a constant in (or a variable over) the

set of actions A. Here, complex policies can then be obtained by combining policy

identifiers, denoted Pi, through the following algebra operators .
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• Addition (+) merges two policies by returning their set union. For instance,

in an organization composed of different divisions, access to the main gate

can be authorized by any of the administrator of the divisions (each of them

knows users who needs the access to get to their division). The totality of

the accesses through the main gate to be authorized would then be the

union of the statements of each single division. Intuitively, additions can

be applied in any situation where accesses can be authorized if allowed by

any of the component (operand) policies.

• Conjunction (&) merges two policies by returning their intersection. For

instance, consider an organization in which divisions share certain docu-

ments (e.g., clinical folders of patients). Access to the documents is to be

allowed only if all the authorities that have a say on the document agree

on it. Intuitively, while addition enforces maximum privilege, conjunction

enforces minimum privilege.

• Subtraction (−) restricts a policy by eliminating all the accesses in the

second policy. Intuitively, subtraction specifies exceptions to statements

made by a policy and it encompasses the functionality of negative autho-

rizations in existing approaches, while probably providing a clearer view

of the combination of positive and negative statements. The advantages

of subtraction over explicit denials include a simplification of the conflict

resolution policies and a clearer semantics. In particular, the scoping of a

difference operation allows to clearly and unambiguously express the two

different uses of negative authorizations, namely exceptions to positive state-

ments and explicit prohibitions , which are often confused in the models or

requires explicit ad-hoc extension to the authorization form. The use of

subtraction provides extensible as the policy can be enriched to include

different overriding/conflict resolution criteria as needed in each specific

context, without affecting the form of the authorizations.

• Closure (∗) closes a policy under a set of inference (derivation) rules. Intu-

itively, derivation rules can be thought of as logic rules whose head is the

authorization to be derived and whose body is the condition under which

the authorization can be derived. Examples of derivation rules can be found

in essentially all logic based authorization languages proposed in the liter-

ature, where derivation rules are used, for example, to enforce propagation

of authorizations along hierarchies in the data system, or to enforce more

general forms of implication, related to the presence or absence of other

authorizations, or depending on properties of the authorizations [19].

• Scoping restriction (ˆ) restricts the application of a policy to a given set of

subjects, objects, and actions. Scoping is particularly useful to “limit” the

statements that can be established by a policy and, in some way, enforcing

authority confinement. Intuitively, all authorizations in the policy which do

not satisfy the scoping restriction are ignored, and therefore ineffective. For
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instance, the global policy of an organization can identify several component

policies which need to be merged together; each component policy may

be restricted in terms of properties of the subjects, objects and actions

occurring in its authorizations.a

• Overriding (o) replaces part of a policy with a corresponding fragment of

the second policy. The portion to be replaced is specified by means of a

third policy. For instance, consider the case where users of a library who

have passed the due date for returning a book cannot borrow the same

book anymore unless the responsible librarian vouchers for (authorizes)

the loan. While the accesses otherwise granted by the library are stated

as a policy Plib, black-list of accesses, meaning triples (user, book, loan)

are stated as a policy Pblock. In the absence of the unless portion of the

policy, the accesses to be allowed would simply be Plib−Pblock. By allowing

the librarian discretion for “overriding” the black list, calling Pvouch the

triples authorized by the librarians, we can express the overall policy as

o(Plib, Pvouch, Pblock).

• Template (τ) defines a partially specified policy that can be completed by

supplying the parameters. Templates are useful for representing partially

specified policies, where some component X is to be specified at a later

stage. For instance, X might be the result of further policy refinement, or

it might be specified by a different authority.

To fix ideas and make concrete examples, consider a drug-effects warehouse

that might draw information from many hospitals. We assume that the ware-

house receives information from three hospitals, denoted h1, h2, and h3, respec-

tively. These hospitals are responsible for granting access to information under

their (possibly overlapping) authority domains, where domains are specified by a

scoping function. The statements made by the hospitals are then unioned mean-

ing that an access is authorized if any of the hospital policy states so. In term of

the algebra, the warehouse policy can be represented as an expression of the form

P1ˆ[o ≤ Oh1 ] + P2ˆ[o ≤ Oh2 ] + P3ˆ[o ≤ Oh3 ], where Pi denotes the policy defined by

hospital hi, and the scope restriction ˆ[o ≤ Ohi ] selects the authorizations referred

to objects released by hospital hi.
b Each policy Pi can then be further refined.

For instance, consider policy P1. Suppose that hospital h1 defines a policy Pdrug

regulating the access to drug-effects information. Assume also that the drug-effects

information can be released only if the hospital’s researchers obtain a patient’s con-

sent; Pconsents reports accesses to drug-effects information that the patients agree

aA simple example of scoping constraint is the limitation of authorizations that can be stated by
a policy to a specific portion of the data system hierarchy [19].
bWe assume that the information collected from the hospitals can be organized in abstractions
defining groups of objects that can be collectively referred to with a given name. Objects and
groups thereof define a partial order that naturally introduces a hierarchy, where Ohi contains
objects obtained from hospital hi.
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to release. We can then express P1 as Pdrug&Pconsents.

1.2.2. Open issues

We briefly describe some open issues that need to be taken into consideration in

the future development of a policy composition framework.

• Investigate different algebra operators and formal languages for enforc-

ing the algebra and proving properties. The proposed policy composition

frameworks can be enriched by adding new operators. Also, the influence

of different rule languages on the expressiveness of the algebra has to be

investigated.

• Administrative policies and language with support for multiple authorities.

The proposed approaches could be enriched by adding administrative poli-

cies that define who can specify authorizations/rules (i.e., who can define

a component policy) governing access control.

• Policy enforcement. The resolution of the algebraic expression defining a

policy P determines a set of ground authorization terms, which define ex-

actly the accesses to be granted according to P . Different strategies can be

used to evaluate the algebraic expression for enforcing access control: mate-

rialization, run-time evaluation, and partial evaluation. The first one allows

a one-time compilation of the policy against which all accesses can be effi-

ciently evaluated and which will then need to be updated only if the policy

changes. The second strategy consists in enforcing a run-time evaluation

of each request (access triple) against the policy expression to determine

whether the access should be allowed. Between these two extremes, possibly

combining the advantages of them, there are partial evaluation approaches,

which can enforce different degrees of computation/materialization.

• Incremental approaches to enforce changes to component policies . When

a materialization approach is used to evaluate the algebraic expression for

enforcing access control, incremental approaches [22] can be applied to min-

imize the recomputation of the policy.

• Mobile policies. Intuitively, a mobile policy is the policy associated with

an object and that follows the object when it is passed to another site.

Because different and possibly independent authorities can define different

parts of the mobile policy in different time instants, the policy can be

expressed as a policy expression. In such a context, there is the problem

on how ensure the obedience of policies when the associated objects move

around. Within the context of mobile policies we can also classify the

problem of providing support for handling “sticky” policies [23], that is,

policies that remain attached to data as they move between entities and

are needed to enforce secondary use constraints (see Section 1.3). Mobile

policies encompass also the problem of digital right management (DRM) as
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Fig. 1.1. Client/server interaction

they also require constraints of the owner to remain attached to the data.

1.3. Access control in open systems

Open environments are characterized by a number of systems offering different re-

sources/services. In such a scenario, interoperability is a very important issue and

traditional assumptions for establishing and enforcing policies do not hold any-

more. A server may receive requests not just from the local community of users,

but also from remote, previously unknown users. The server may not be able to

authenticate these users or to specify authorizations for them (with respect to their

identity). Early approaches that attempt to solve these issues, PolicyMaker [6] and

KeyNote [5], basically use credentials to describe specific delegation of trusts among

keys and to bind public keys to authorizations. Although early trust management

systems do provide an interesting framework for reasoning about trust between

unknown parties, assigning authorizations to keys may result limiting and make

authorization specifications difficult to manage.

A promising direction to overcome such a disadvantage is represented by dig-

ital certificates. A digital certificate is basically the on-line counterparts of paper

credentials (e.g., drivers licenses). Digital certificates can be used to determine

whether or not a party may execute an access on the basis properties that the re-

questing party may have. These properties can be proven by presenting one or more

certificates [8–11]. The development and effective use of credential-based models

require tackling several problems related to credential management and disclosure

strategies, delegation and revocation of credentials, and establishment of credential

chains [24–30].

Figure 1.1 depicts the basic scenario we consider. We are given different parties

that interact with each other to offer services. A party can act both as a server

and a client and each party has i) a set of services it provides and ii) a portfolio of

properties (attributes) that the party enjoys. Access restrictions to the services are

expressed by policies that specified the properties that a requester should enjoy to

gain access to the services. The services are meant to offer certain functionalities
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that depend on the input parameters supplied by its users. Often input parameters

must fulfill certain conditions to assure correct behavior of a service. We identified

the following requirements for specifying credential-based access control.

• Attribute interchange. A server should be able to communicate to the client

the requirements it need to satisfy to get access. Also, a client should be

able to prove its eligibility for a service. This communication interchange

could be performed in different ways (e.g., the involved parties can apply

different strategies with respect to which properties are submitted).

• Support for fine-grained reference to attributes within a credential. The sys-

tem should allow the selective disclosure of credentials which is a require-

ment that is not usually supported because users attributes are defined

according to functional needs, making it easier to collect all credentials in a

row instead of iteratively asking for the ones strictly necessary for a given

service only.

• Support for hierarchical relationships and abstractions on services and port-

folio. Attribute-based access control policies should be able to specify ac-

cesses to collection of services based upon collection of attributes processed

by the requester.

• Expressiveness and flexibility. The system must support the specification of

complex access control requirements. For instance, consider a service that

offers telephone contracts and requires that the customer is at least 18 years

of age. The telephone selling service has two input parameters, namely

homeAddress and noticePeriod. The homeAddress must be a valid ad-

dress in Italy and noticePeriod must be either one or three months. Fur-

ther, the service’s access control policy requires that contracts with one

month notice period and home address outside a particular geographical

region are closed only with users who can prove their AAA membership.

Hence, we see that the access control requirements of a service may require

more than one interaction between a client and a server.

• Purpose specific permission. The permission to release data should relate

to the purpose for which data are being used or distributed. The model

should prevent information collected for one purpose from being used for

other purposes.

• Support for meta-policies. The system should provide meta-policies for

protecting the policy when communication requisites. This happens when

a list of alternatives (policies) that must be fulfilled to gain the access to the

data/service is returned to the counterpart. For instance, suppose that the

policy returned by the system is “citizenship=EU”. The party can decide

to return to the client either the policy as it is or a modified policy simply

requesting the user to prove its nationality (then protecting the information

that access is restricted to EU citizens).
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• Support for secondary use specifications and control. The information owner

should be able to control further dissemination and use of personal infor-

mation. This represents a novel feature that is no simply concerned with

authorizing the access to data and resources but also with defining and

enforcing the way data and resources are subsequently managed.

1.3.1. Overview of ongoing work

The first proposals investigating the application of credential-based access control

regulating access to a server were made by Winslett et al. [26, 29]. Here, access con-

trol rules are expressed in a logic language and rules applicable to an access can be

communicated by the server to clients. In [30, 31] the authors investigated trust ne-

gotiation issues and strategies that a party can apply to select credentials to submit

to the opponent party in a negotiation. In [7] the authors proposed a uniform frame-

work for regulating service access and information disclosure in an open, distributed

network system like the Web. Like in previous proposals, access regulations are spec-

ified as logical rules, where some predicates are explicitly identified. Certificates

are modeled as credential expressions of the form “credential name(attribute list)”,

where credential name is the credential name and attribute list is a possibly empty

list of elements of the form “attribute name=value term”, where value term is ei-

ther a ground value or a variable. Besides credentials, the proposal also allows

to reason about declarations (i.e., unsigned statements) and user-profiles that the

server can maintain and exploit for taking the access decision. Communication of

requisites to be satisfied by the requester is based on a filtering and renaming pro-

cess applied on the server’s policy, which exploits partial evaluation techniques in

logic programs. Yu et al. [11, 30, 32] developed a service negotiation framework

for requesters and providers to gradually expose their attributes. In [30] the PRU-

dent NEgotiation Strategy (PRUNES) has been presented. This strategy ensures

that the client communicates its credentials to the server only if the access will be

granted and the set of certificates communicated to the server is the minimal nec-

essary for granting it. Each party defines a set of credential policies that regulates

how and under what conditions the party releases its credentials. The negotiation

consists of a series of requests for credentials and counter-requests on the basis of

the parties’ credential policies. The credential policies established can be graph-

ically represented through a tree, called negotiation search tree, composed of two

kinds of nodes: credential nodes , representing the need for a specific credential,

and disjunctive nodes , representing the logic operators connecting the conditions

for credential release. The root of a tree node is a service (i.e., the resource the

client wants to access). The negotiation can therefore be seen as a backtracking

operation on the tree. The backtracking can be executed according to different

strategies. For instance, a brute-force backtracking is complete and correct, but is

too expensive to be used in a real scenario. The authors therefore proposed the

PRUNES method that prunes the search tree without compromising completeness
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or correctness of the negotiation process. The basic idea is that if a credential C

has just been evaluated and the state of the system is not changed too much, than

it is useless to evaluate again the same credential, as the result will be exactly as

the result previously computed. The same research group proposed also a method

for allowing parties adopting different negotiation strategies to interoperate through

the definition of a Disclosure Tree Strategy (DTS) family [32]. The authors show

that if two parties use different strategies from the DST family, they are able to

establish a negotiation process. The DTS family is a closed set, that is, if a nego-

tiation strategy can interoperate with any DST strategy, it must also be a member

of the DST family.

In [33] a Unified Schema for Resource Protection (UniPro) has been proposed.

This mechanism is used to protect the information in policies. UniPro gives

(opaque) names to policies and allows any named policy P1 to have its own policy

P2 meaning that the contents of P1 can only be disclosed to parties who have shown

that they satisfy P2. Another approach for implementing access control based on

credentials is the Adaptive Trust Negotiation and Access Control (ATNAC) [34].

This method grants or denies access to a resource on the basis of a suspicion level

associated with subjects. The suspicion level is not fixed but may vary on the basis

of the probability that the user has malicious intents. In [35] the authors proposed

to apply the automated trust negotiation technology for enabling secure transac-

tions between portable devices that have no pre-existing relationship. In [11] the

authors presented a negotiation architecture, called TrustBuilder, that is indepen-

dent from the language used for policy definition and from the strategies adopted by

the two parties for policy enforcement. Other logic-based access control languages

based on credentials have been introduced. For instance, D1LP and RT [36, 37],

the SD3 language [38], and Binder [39]. In [19, 21] logic languages are adopted to

specify access restrictions in a certificate-based access control model.

Few proposals have instead addressed the problem of how to regulate the use

of personal information in secondary applications. In [40], the authors proposed an

XML-based privacy preference expression language, called PReference Expression

for Privacy (PREP), for storing the user’s privacy preferences with Liberty Alliance.

PREP allows users to specify, for each attribute, a privacy label that is characterized

by a purpose, type of access, recipient, data retention, remedies, and disputes.

The Platform for Privacy Preferences Project (P3P) [41] is another XML-based

language that allows service providers and users to reach an agreement on the

release of personal data. Basically, a service provider can define a P3P policy,

which is an XML document, where it is possible to define the recipient of the data,

desired data, consequence of data release, purpose of data collection, data retention

policy, and dispute resolution mechanisms. Users specify their privacy preferences

in term of a policy language, called APPEL [42], and enforce privacy protection

through a user agent: the user agent compares the users’ privacy policy with the

service provider P3P policy and checks whether the P3P policy conforms to the user
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privacy preferences. Although P3P is a good starting point, it is not widely adopted

by the service providers and presents some limitations on the user side [43]. The

main limitation is that the definition of simple privacy preferences is a complex task

and writing APPEL preferences is error prone. For this reason, Agrawal et al. [43]

proposed a new language, called XPref, for user preferences. However, both APPEL

and XPref are not sufficiently expressive because, for example, they do not support

negotiation and contextual information, and they do not allow the definition of

attribute-based conditions. Another important disadvantage of these approaches

is that users have a passive role: a service provider defines a privacy policy that

users can only accept or reject. In [12] a new type of privacy policy, called data

handling policy, that regulates the secondary use of a user’s personal data has been

discussed. A data handling policy regulates how Personal Identifiable Information

(PII) will be used (e.g., information collected through a service will be combined

with information collected from other services and used in aggregation for market

research purposes), how long PII will be retained (e.g., information will be retained

as long as necessary to perform the service), and so on. Users can therefore use

these policies to define how their information will be used and processed by the

counterpart.

1.3.2. Open issues

Although current approaches supporting attribute-based policies are technically ma-

ture enough to be used in practical scenarios, there are still some issues that need to

be investigated in more detail to enable more complex applications. We summarize

these issues as follows [7].

• Ontologies. Due to the openness of the scenario and the richness and variety

of security requirements and attributes that may need to be considered, it

is important to provide parties with a means to understand each other

with respect to the properties they enjoy (or request the counterpart to

enjoy). Therefore, common languages, dictionaries, and ontologies must be

developed.

• Access control evaluation and outcome. Users may be occasional and they

may not know under what conditions a service can be accessed. Therefore,

to make a service “usable”, access control mechanisms cannot simply return

“yes” or “no” answers. It may be necessary to explain why authorizations

are denied, or - better - how to obtain the desired permissions. Therefore,

the system can return an undefined response meaning that current infor-

mation is insufficient to determine whether the request can be granted or

denied. For instance, suppose that a user can use a particular service only

if she is at least eighteen and provides a credit card. According to this

policy, two cases can occur: i) the system knows that the user is not yet

eighteen and therefore returns a negative response; ii) the user has proved
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that she is eighteen and the system returns an undefined response together

with the request to provide the information of a credit card.

• Privacy-enhanced policy communication. Since access control does not re-

turn only a “yes” or “no” access decision, but it returns the information

about which conditions need to be satisfied for the access to be granted

(“undefined” decision), the problem of communicating such conditions to

the counterpart arises. To fix the ideas, let us see the problem from the

point of view of the server (the client’s point of view is symmetrical). A

naive solution consists in giving the client a list with all the possible sets

of credentials that would enable the service. This solution is however not

feasible due to the large number of possible alternatives. Also, the commu-

nication process should not disclose “too much” of the underlying security

policy, which might also be regarded as sensitive information.

• Negotiation strategy. Credentials grant parties different choices with respect

to what release (or ask) the counterpart and when to do it, thus allowing for

multiple trust negotiation strategies [32]. For instance, an eager strategy,

requires parties to turn over all their credentials if the release policy for them

is satisfied, without waiting for the credentials to be requested. By contrast,

a parsimonious strategy requires that parties only release credentials upon

explicit request by the server (avoiding unnecessary releases).

• Composite services. In case of a composite service (i.e., a service that is

decomposable into other services called component services) there must be

a semi-automatic mechanism to calculate the policy of a composite service

from the policies of its component services.

• Semantics-aware rules. Although attribute-based policies allow the speci-

fications of restrictions based on generic attributes or properties of the re-

questor and the resources, they do not fully exploit the semantic power and

reasoning capabilities of emerging web applications. It is therefore impor-

tant to be able to specify access control rules about subjects accessing the

information and about resources to be accessed in terms of rich ontology-

based metadata (e.g., Semantic Web-style ones) increasingly available in

advanced e-services applications [44].

1.4. Privacy issues in data collection and disclosure

Internet provides unprecedented opportunities for the collection and sharing of

privacy-sensitive information from and about users. Information about users is

collected every day, as they join associations or groups, shop for groceries, or exe-

cute most of their common daily activities. Consequently, users have very strong

concerns about the privacy of their personal information and they fear that their

personal information can be misused. Protecting privacy requires therefore the

investigation of many different issues including the problem of protecting released
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information against inference and linking attacks , which are becoming easier and

easier because of the increased information availability and ease of access as well as

the increased computational power provided by today’s technology. In fact, released

data too often open up privacy vulnerabilities through, for example, data mining

techniques and record linkage. Indeed, the restricted access to information and its

expensive processing, which represented a form of protection in the past do not

hold anymore. In addition, while in the past data were principally released in tab-

ular form (macrodata) and through statistical databases, many situations require

today that the specific stored data themselves, called microdata, be released. The

advantage of releasing microdata instead of specific pre-computed statistics is an

increased flexibility and availability of information for the users. At the same time

however microdata, releasing more specific information, are subject to a greater risk

of privacy breaches. To this purpose, the main requirements that must be taken

into account are the following.

• Identity disclosure protection. Identity disclosure occurs whenever it is pos-

sible to identify a subject, called respondent , from the released data. It

should therefore be adopted techniques for limiting the possibility of iden-

tifying respondents.

• Attribute disclosure protection. Identity disclosure protection alone do not

guarantee privacy of sensitive information because all the respondents in a

group could have the same sensitive information. To overcome this issue,

mechanisms that protect sensitive information about respondents should

be adopted.

• Inference channel. Given the possibly enormous amount of data to be

considered, and the possible inter-relationships between data, it is impor-

tant that the security specification and enforcement mechanisms provide

automatic support for complex security requirements, such as those due to

inference and data association channels.

To protect the anonymity of the respondents to whom the released data refer,

data holders often remove, encrypt, or code identity information. Identity infor-

mation removed or encoded to produce anonymous data includes names, telephone

numbers, and Social Security Numbers. Although apparently anonymous, however,

the de-identified data may contain other quasi-identifying attributes such as race,

date of birth, sex, and geographical location. By linking such attributes to publicly

available databases associating them with the individual’s identity, data recipients

can determine to which individual each piece of released data belongs, or restrict

their uncertainty to a specific subset of individuals. This problem has raised par-

ticular concerns in the medical and financial fields, where microdata, which are

increasingly released for circulation or research, can be or have been subject to

abuses, compromising the privacy of individuals.
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SSN Name Race Date of birth Sex ZIP Marital status Disease

asian 71/07/05 F 20222 Single hypertension
asian 74/04/13 F 20223 Divorced Flu
asian 74/04/15 F 20239 Married chest pain
asian 73/03/13 M 20239 Married Obesity
asian 73/03/18 M 20239 Married hypertension
black 74/11/22 F 20238 Single short breath
black 74/11/22 F 20239 Single Obesity
white 74/11/22 F 20239 Single Flu
white 74/11/22 F 20223 Widow chest pain

(a)

Name Address City ZIP DOB Sex Status

. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .

Susan Doe Eye street Washington DC 20222 71/07/05 F single
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .

(b)

Fig. 1.2. An example of private table PT (a) and non de-identified public available table

To better illustrate the problem, consider the microdata table in Figure 1.2(a)

and the non de-identified public available table in Figure 1.2(b). In the microdata

table, which we refer to as private table (PT), data have been de-identified by sup-

pressing names and Social Security Numbers (SSNs) so not to explicitly disclose the

identities of respondents. However, the released attributes Race, Date of birth,

Sex, ZIP, and Marital status can be linked to the public tuples in Figure 1.2(b)

and reveal information on Name, Address, and City. In the private table, for ex-

ample, there is only one single female (F) born on 71/07/05 and living in the 20222

area. This combination, if unique in the external world as well, uniquely identifies

the corresponding tuple as pertaining to “Susan Doe, 20222 Eye Street, Washing-

ton DC”, thus revealing that she has reported hypertension. While this example

demonstrates an exact match, in some cases, linking allows one to detect a restricted

set of individuals among whom there is the actual data respondent.

Among the microdata protection techniques used to protect de-identified micro-

data from linking attacks, there are the commonly used approaches like sampling,

swapping values, and adding noise to the data while maintaining some overall sta-

tistical properties of the resulting table [45]. However, many uses require the release

and explicit management of microdata while needing truthful information within

each tuple. This “data quality” requirement makes inappropriate those techniques

that disturb data and therefore, although preserving statistical properties, compro-

mise the correctness of single tuples [45]. k-anonymity, together with its enforcement

via generalization and suppression, has been proposed as an approach to protect

respondents’ identities while releasing truthful information [46].
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The concept of k-anonymity tries to capture, on the private table to be released,

one of the main requirements that has been followed by the statistical community

and by agencies releasing the data, and according to which the released data should

be indistinguishably related to no less than a certain number of respondents .

The set of attributes included in the private table, also externally available and

therefore exploitable for linking, is called quasi-identifier . The requirement above-

mentioned is then translated in the k-anonymity requirement [46]: each release of

data must be such that every combination of values of quasi-identifiers can be in-

distinctly matched to at least k respondents . Since it seems impossible, or highly

impractical and limiting, to make assumptions on the datasets available for linking

to external attackers or curious data recipients, essentially k-anonymity takes a safe

approach requiring that, in the released table itself, the respondents be indistin-

guishable (within a given set) with respect to a set of attributes. To guarantee the

k-anonymity requirement, k-anonymity requires each quasi-identifier value in the

released table to have at least k occurrences. This is clearly a sufficient condition

for the k-anonymity requirement: if a set of attributes of external tables appears in

the quasi-identifier associated with the private table PT, and the table satisfies this

condition, the combination of the released data with the external data will never

allow the recipient to associate each released tuple with less than k respondents. For

instance, with respect to the microdata table in Figure 1 and the quasi-identifier

Race, Date of birth, Sex, ZIP, Marital status, the table satisfies k-anonymity

with k = 1 only, since there are single occurrences of values over the quasi-identified

(e.g., “asian, 71/07/05, F, 20222, single”).

1.4.1. Overview of ongoing work

As above-mentioned, k-anonymity proposals focus on generalization and suppres-

sion techniques. Generalization consists in representing the values of a given at-

tribute by using more general values. This technique is based on the definition of

a generalization hierarchy, where the most general value is at the root of the hier-

archy and the leaves correspond to the most specific values. Formally, the notion

of domain (i.e., the set of values that an attribute can assume) is extended by as-

suming the existence of a set of generalized domains . The set of original domains

together with their generalizations is referred to as Dom. Each generalized domain

contains generalized values and there exists a mapping between each domain and

its generalizations. This mapping is stated by means of a generalization relationship

≤D. Given two domains Di and Dj ∈ Dom, Di ≤D Dj states that values in domain

Dj are generalizations of values in Di. The generalization relationship ≤D defines

a partial order on the set Dom of domains, where each Di has at most one direct

generalization domain Dj , and all values in each domain can always be general-

ized to a single value. The definition of a generalization relationship implies the

existence, for each domain D ∈ Dom, of a totally ordered hierarchy, called domain

generalization hierarchy, denoted DGHD. As an example, consider attribute ZIP
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Z2 = {202**}

Z1 = {2022*,2023*}

OO

Z0 = {20222,20223,20238,20239}

OO

202**

2022*

<<yyyyyyyy
2023*

bbEEEEEEEE

20222

EE������
20223

YY333333

20238

EE������
20239

YY333333

Fig. 1.3. An example of domain generalization hierarchy for attribute ZIP

code and suppose that a step in the corresponding generalization hierarchy con-

sists in suppressing the least significant digit in the ZIP code. Figure 1.3 illustrates

the corresponding domain generalization hierarchy. In this case, for example, if

we choose to apply one generalization step, values 20222, 20223, 20238, and 20239

are generalized to 2022* and 2023*. A generalization process therefore proceeds by

replacing the values represented by the leaf nodes with one of their ancestor nodes

at a higher level. Different generalized microdata tables can be built, depending on

the amount of generalization applied on the considered attribute.

Suppression is a well-known technique that consists in protecting sensitive in-

formation by removing it. The introduction of suppression can reduce the amount

of generalization necessary to satisfy the k-anonymity constraint.

Generalization and suppression can be applied at different levels of granularity.

Generalization can be applied at the level of single column (i.e., a generalization

step generalizes all the values in the column) or single cell (i.e., for a specific col-

umn, the table may contain values at different generalization levels). Suppression

can be applied at the level of row (i.e., a suppression operation removes a whole

tuple), column (i.e., a suppression operation obscures all the values of a column),

or single cells (i.e., a k-anonymized table may wipe out only certain cells of a given

tuple/attribute). The possible combinations of the different choices for general-

ization and suppression (including also the choice of not applying one of the two

techniques) result in different k-anonymity proposals and different algorithms for

k-anonymity.

Note that the algorithms for solving k-anonymity aim at finding a k-minimal

table, that is, one that does not generalize (or suppress) more than it is needed to

reach the threshold k. As an example, consider the microdata table in Figure 1.2(a)

and suppose that the quasi-identifier is {Race, Date of birth, Sex, ZIP}.

Figure 1.4 illustrates an example of 2-anonymous table obtained by applying the

algorithm described in [46], where generalization is applied at the column level and

suppression is applied at the row level. Note that the first tuple in the original table

has been suppressed and attribute Date of birth has been generalized by removing

the day and attribute ZIP has been generalized by applying two generalization steps

along the domain generalization hierarchy in Figure 1.3.

In [47] we defined a possible taxonomy for k-anonymity and discussed the main
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SSN Name Race Date of birth Sex ZIP Marital status Disease

asian 74/04/ F 202** divorced Flu
asian 74/04/ F 202** married chest pain
asian 73/03/ M 202** married obesity
asian 73/03/ M 202** married hypertension
black 74/11/ F 202** single short breath
black 74/11/ F 202** single obesity
white 74/11/ F 202** single flu
white 74/11/ F 202** Widow chest pain

Fig. 1.4. An example of a 2-anonymized table for the private table PT in Figure 1.2(a)

proposals existing in the literature for solving the k-anonymity problems. Basi-

cally, the algorithms for enforcing k-anonymity can be partitioned into three main

classes: exact , heuristic, and approximation algorithms, respectively. While ex-

act and heuristic algorithms produce k-anonymous tables by applying attribute

generalization and tuple suppression and are exponential in the size of the quasi-

identifier [46, 48–53], approximation algorithms produce k-anonymous tables by

applying cell suppression without generalization or cell generalization without sup-

pression [54–56]. In these case, exact algorithms are not applicable because the

computational time could be exponential in the number of tuples in the table.

Samarati [46] presented an algorithm that exploits a binary search on the do-

main generalization hierarchy to avoid an exhaustive visit of the whole general-

ization space. Since the k-anonymity definition is based on a quasi-identifier, the

algorithm works only on this set of attributes and on tables with more than k tu-

ples (this last constraint being clearly a necessary condition for a table to satisfy

k-anonymity). Bayardo and Agrawal [48] presented an optimal algorithm, called

k-Optimize, that starts from a fully generalized table (with all tuples equal) and

specializes the dataset in a minimal k-anonymous table, exploiting ad-hoc pruning

techniques. LeFevre, DeWitt, and Ramakrishnan [51] described an algorithm that

uses a bottom-up technique and a priori computation.

Iyengar [53] presented genetic heuristic algorithms and solves the k-anonymity

problem using an incomplete stochastic search method. The method does not assure

the quality of the solution proposed, but experimental results show the validity of

the approach. Winkler [50] proposed a method based on simulated annealing for

finding locally minimal solutions, which requires high computational time and does

not assure the quality of the solution. Fung, Wang and Yu [49] presented a top-

down heuristic to make a table to be released k-anonymous. The algorithm starts

from the most general solution, and iteratively specializes some values of the current

solution until the k-anonymity requirement is violated. Each step of specialization

increases the information and decreases the anonymity.

Meyerson and Williams [56] presented an algorithm for k-anonymity, which guar-

antees a O(k log(k))-approximation. Aggarwal et al. [54, 55] illustrated two ap-
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proximation algorithms that guarantee a O(k)-approximation solution. Note that

although both heuristics and approximation algorithms do not guarantee the min-

imality of their solution, and we cannot perform any evaluation on the result of a

heuristic, an approximation algorithm guarantees near-optimum solutions.

k-anonymity is also currently the subject of many interesting studies. In particu-

lar, these studies aim at: studying efficient algorithms for k-anonymity enforcement;

using k-anonymity as a measure on information disclosure due to a set of views [57];

extending its definition to protect the released data against attribute, in contrast to

identity, disclosure (ℓ-diversity) [58]; supporting fine-grained application of gener-

alization and suppression; and investigating additional techniques for k-anonymity

enforcement [59].

1.4.2. Open issues

We now summarize the main open issues in developing a k-anonymity solution.

• Extensions and enrichment of the definition. k-anonymity captures only the

defence against identity disclosure attacks, while remaining exposed to at-

tribute disclosure attacks [46]. Some researchers have just started proposing

extensions to k-anonymity [58] to capture also attribute disclosure, however

research is still to be done.

• Protection against utility measures. As we can imagine the more the pro-

tection, the less precise or complete the data will be. Research is needed to

develop measures to allow users to assess, besides the protection offered by

the data, the utility of the released data. Clearly, utility may be different

depending on the data recipients and the use intended for the information.

Approaches should be therefore devised that maximize information utility

with respect to intended uses, while properly guaranteeing privacy

• Efficient algorithms. Computing a table that satisfies k-anonymity guaran-

teeing minimality (i.e., minimal information loss or, in other words, maxi-

mal utility) is an NP-hard problem and therefore computationally expen-

sive. Efficient heuristic algorithms have been designed, but still research in

needed to improve the performance. Indexing techniques could be exploited

in this respect.

• New techniques. The original k-anonymity proposal assumed the use of

generalization as suppression since, unlike others, they preserve truthfulness

of the data. The k-anonymity property is however not tied to a specific

technique and alternative techniques could be investigated.

• Merging of different tables and views. The original k-anonymity proposal

as well as most subsequent work assume the existence of a single table to

be released with the further constraints that the table contains at most one

tuple for each respondents. Work is needed to release these two constraints.

In particular, the problem of releasing different tables providing anonymity
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even in presence of join that can allow inferring new information needs to

be investigated.

• External knowledge. k-anonymity assumes the data recipient has access to

external database linking identities with quasi identifiers; it did not however

model external knowledge that can be further exploited for inference and

expose the data to identity or attribute disclosure. Work is needed to allow

modeling external knowledge and taking it into account in the process of

computing the table to be released.

1.5. Location privacy issues

The pervasive diffusion of mobile communication devices and technical improve-

ments of location technologies are fostering the development of a new wave of appli-

cations that use the physical position of individuals to offer location-based services

for business, social, or informational purposes [60]. Location awareness supports

an extended context of interaction for each user and resource in the environment,

eventually modeling a number of spatial-temporal relationships among users and

resources. In a location-aware environment, context is not the static situation of a

predefined environment; rather, it is a dynamic part of the process of interacting

with a changing environment, composed of mobile users and resources [61].

Location-related information can be classified as follows.

• Punctual location, absolute longitude-and-latitude geographical location

provided by systems like GPS (Global Positioning System). In outdoor and

rural environments GPS, when at least three satellites are visible, delivers

position information with an acceptable accuracy. c Today, GPS chipsets

are integrated into most mainstream cell phones and PDAs; when it is not

available, the cellular network itself can be used as a basic geo-location

service [62].

• Logical or local location, composed of location assertions with different

levels of precision, for example, specifying that the user in a specific country,

city, building or room.

Obviously, given the necessary background information (e.g., in the form of a

map with geographical coordinates) there may be a function that maps punctual

locations to logical ones. Recent research has proposed many location techniques

producing a user’s logical location, punctual location or both, depending on ap-

plication requirements. Location techniques have been proposed for local wireless

networking: for example, Microsoft Research’s RADAR system requires an initial

calibration in which 802.11 readings are made on a 1 meter (1m) grid. Then, this

cIn dense urban areas or inside buildings, localization with GPS may becomes critical because
the satellites are not visible from the mobile terminal. By 2008 the European Union will deploy
Galileo, a next-generation GPS system that promises greater accuracy and operation covering
both indoors and out, due to stronger radio signals that should penetrate most buildings.
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grid is used for positioning 802.11 access points (AP). If the APs are positioned cor-

rectly, knowing the readings of a device is sufficient for estimating its location. The

Place Lab project [63] does not rely on the availability of a grid of previous read-

ings; rather, it predicts location via the positions of the APs, read from a database

cached on each device.

Today, the public database wigle.net contains the position of more than 2

million APs in the US and in Europe, providing quick-and-dirty location in some

key urban areas.

In this scenario, it comes with no surprise that personal privacy, which is already

the center of many concerns for the risks posed by current on-line services [64, 65],

is considered seriously threatened by location-based services. In addition, the pub-

licity gained by recent security incidents that have targeted individuals privacy,

revealed faulty data management practices and unauthorized trading of users per-

sonal information (including, ID thefts and unauthorized profiling). For instance,

some legal cases have been reported, where rental companies used GPS technology

to track their cars and charge users for agreement infringements [66], or where an

organization used a “Friend finder” service to track its own employees [67]. Re-

search on privacy issue has also gained a relevant boost since providers of online

and mobile services, often, largely exceeded in collecting personal information as a

requirement for service provision.

In such a worrisome scenario, the concept of location privacy can be defined as

the right of individuals to decide how, when, and for which purposes their location

information could be released to other parties. The lack of location privacy protec-

tion could result in severe consequences that make users the target of fraudulent

attacks [68]:

• unsolicited advertising, such as the location of the user could be exploited,

without her consent, to provide advertisements of products and services

available nearby the user position;

• physical attacks or harassment, the location of the user could be used to

carry physical assaults to individuals;

• users profiling, the location of the user, which intrinsically carries personal

information, could be used to infer other sensitive information such as state

of health, personal habits, professional duties, and the like;

• denial of service, the location of the user could be used to deny accesses to

services under some circumstances.

Situations in which sensing technologies have been used for stalking users loca-

tions and harassing individuals have been already reported [67, 69].

In this context, location privacy can assume several meanings and pursue dif-

ferent objectives depending on the scenario in which the users are moving and on

the services with which the users are interacting with. Location privacy protection

could be aimed either at preserving: the privacy of the user identity, the single
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user location measurement, or the location movement of the user monitored in a

certain period of time. The following categories of location privacy can then be

identified [60].

• Identity privacy. The main goal is to protect the identities of the users

associated with or inferable from location information. For instance, many

online services provide a person with the ability to establish a relationship

with some other entities without her personal identity being disclosed to

those entities. In this case, the best possible location measurement can

be provided to the others entities but the identity of the users must be

preserved.

• Position privacy. The main goal is to perturb locations of the users to

protect the positions of individual users. In particular, this type of location

privacy is suitable for environments where users identities are required for

a successful service provisioning. An example of technique that most solu-

tions either explicitly or implicitly exploit, consists in scaling a location to

a coarser granularity (e.g., from meters to hundreds of meters, from a city

block to the whole town, and so on).

• Path privacy. The main goal is to protect the privacy of the users that

are monitored during a certain period of time. The location-based services

will no longer receive a single location measurement, but they will gather

many samples allowing them to track users. In particular, path privacy can

be guaranteed by adapting the techniques used for identity and position

privacy to preserve the privacy of a user that is continuously monitored.

These categories of location privacy pose different requirements that are guar-

anteed by different privacy technologies, which we will analyze in the following

Section. Note that no technique is able to provide a general solution satisfying all

the privacy requirements.

1.5.1. Overview of ongoing work

Accordingly to the categories of location privacy previously described, three dif-

ferent classes of location privacy techniques can be introduced: anonymity-based,

policy-based, and obfuscation-based. These classes are partially overlapped in scope

and could be potentially suitable to cover requirements coming from one or more

of the categories of location privacy. Anonymity-based and obfuscation-based tech-

niques can be usually regarded as dual categories. While anonymity-based tech-

niques have been primarily defined to protect identity privacy and are less suitable

for protecting position privacy, obfuscation-based techniques are well suited for po-

sition protection and less appropriate for identity protection. Anonymity-based and

obfuscation-based techniques are well-suited for protecting path privacy. Neverthe-

less, more studies and proposals have been focused on anonymity-based rather than

on obfuscation-based techniques. Policy-based techniques are in general suitable
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for all the location privacy categories. However, they can be difficult to understand

and manage for end users.

Anonymity-based solutions. An important line of research in location privacy

protection relies on the notion of anonymity [70–74]. Anonymity typically refers

to an individual, and it means that the personal identity, or personally identifiable

information of that person is not known.

Mix zones is the method developed by Beresford and Stajano [70, 75] to enhance

privacy in location-based services by means of an anonymity service based on an in-

frastructure that delays and reorders messages from subscribers within pre-defined

zones. In particular, Mix zone model is managed by a trusted middleware that lies

between the positioning systems and the third party applications and is responsible

for limiting the information collected by applications. The Mix zone model is based

on the concepts of application zone and mix zones. The former represents homoge-

neous application interests in a specific geographic area, while the latter represents

areas in which a user cannot be tracked. In particular, within mix zones, a user

is anonymous in the sense that the identities of all users coexisting in the same

zone are mixed and become indiscernible. Furthermore, the infrastructure makes a

user entering the mix zone unlinkable from other users leaving it. The authors also

provide an analysis of an attacker behavior by defining and calculating the level of

anonymity assured to the users [70]. In particular, the success of an attack aimed

at recovering users identities is inversely proportional to the anonymity level. To

conclude, the Mix zones model is aimed at protecting long-term user movements

still allowing the interaction with many location-based services.

Bettini et. al. [71] proposed a framework able to evaluate the risk of sensitive

location-based information dissemination, and introduces a technique aimed at sup-

porting k-anonymity [46]. In particular, the authors put forward the idea that the

geo-localized history of the requests submitted by a user can be considered as a

quasi-identifier to access sensitive information about that individual. For instance,

a user tracked during working days is likely to commute from her house to the

workplace in a specific time frame in the morning and come back in another specific

time frame in the evening. This information can be used to easily re-identify the

user. The privacy preservation framework based on the concepts of quasi-identifier

and k -anonymity is designed for such scenario. In particular, the service provider

gathering both users requests and personal histories of locations should never be

able to link a subset of requests to a single user. To make this possible, there must

exist k -1 users having a personal history of locations compatible with the requests

that have been issued.

Gruteser and Grunwald [73] defined k-anonymity in the context of location ob-

fuscation. The paper proposes a middleware architecture and an adaptive algorithm

to adjust location information resolution, in spatial or temporal dimensions, to com-

ply with specific anonymity requirements. The authors proposed the concepts of
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spatial and temporal cloaking used to transform a user’s location to comply with

the requested k level of anonymity. In particular, spatial cloaking guarantees the

k -anonymity required by the users by enlarging the area in which a user is located

until enough indistinguishable individuals are contained. The same reasoning could

be done for the temporal cloaking, which is an orthogonal process with respect to

the spatial one. Whereas this method could provide spatial coordinates with higher

accuracy, it reduces the accuracy in time.

Gedik and Liu [72] described another k-anonymity model aimed at protecting

location privacy against various privacy threats, and provided a framework sup-

porting location k-anonymity. Each user is able to define the minimum level of

anonymity and the maximum acceptable temporal and spatial resolution for her

location measurement. Then, the focus of the paper is on the definition of a mes-

sage perturbation engine responsible for providing location anonymization of user’s

request messages through identity removal and spatio-temporal obfuscation of lo-

cation information.

Mokbel et al. [74] presented a framework, named Casper, aimed at changing

traditional location-based servers and query processors to provide the users with

anonymous services. Users can define their privacy preferences through a k, which

is the number of users to be indistinguishable, and Amin representing the minimal

area that the user is willing to release. Casper framework is composed by a location

anonymizer, responsible for perturbing the users location to achieve the privacy

preferences of users, and by a privacy-aware query processor, responsible for the

management of anonymous queries and cloaked spatial areas.

To conclude, another line of research that relies on the concept of anonymity

is aimed at protecting the path privacy of the users [76–78]. This research area

is particularly relevant since in the near past many location tracking applications

have been designed and developed also for devices with limited capabilities (e.g.

cellular phones). Nowadays, in fact, data about users moving in a particular area

are collected by external services, such as navigation systems, that use them to

provide their services effectively. In such a scenario the need for privacy techniques

aimed at protecting the privacy of the path becomes urgent.

Obfuscation-based solution. Another line of research in location privacy pro-

tection consists in the adoption of obfuscation techniques. Obfuscation is the process

of degrading the accuracy of the information, to provide privacy protection. Differ-

ently from anonymity-based techniques the major goal of obfuscation techniques is

to perturb the location information still maintaining a binding with the identity of

users. Several location-based services in fact requires a user to present her identity

to access the requested service.

Duckham and Kulik [79] analyzed obfuscation techniques for protecting the lo-

cation privacy of users. The paper sets out a formal framework that provides a

mechanism for balancing individuals needs for high-quality information services
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and for location privacy. The technique is based on the imprecision concept, which

means the lack of specificity of location information. The authors proposed to de-

grade location information quality and to provide obfuscation features by adding

n points at the same probability to the real user position. The algorithm assumes

a graph-based representation of the environment. In [80], the defined obfuscation

methods are validated and evaluated through a set of simulations. The results show

that obfuscation can provide at the same time both high quality of service and high

privacy level.

In addition, today, some commercial location platforms include a gateway that

mediates between location providers and location-based applications. In those ar-

chitectures, such as Openwave [81], the location gateway obtains users location

information from multiple sources and delivers them, possibly modified, according

to privacy requirements. Openwave assumes that users specify their privacy pref-

erences in terms of a minimum distance representing the maximum accuracy they

are willing to provide.

Bellavista et al. [82] studied a solution based on a middleware that balances

between the proper level of user privacy and the needs of location-based services

precision. The location data are, then, exposed at the proper level of granularity

depending on privacy/efficiency requirements negotiated by the parties. Hence,

instead of exact client positions, a downscaled location information (with lower

precision and lower geographical granularity) is returned.

Finally, some proposals [83–85] presented several obfuscation-based techniques

for location privacy protection that are particularly suitable for location-based ser-

vices. These techniques are based on a simple and intuitive mechanism for the

definition of the privacy preferences, and on a formal estimator, named relevance,

of both privacy and accuracy of location. In summary, these techniques provide a

degree of privacy to the users by degrading the location accuracy of each measure-

ment and offer a measurable accuracy to service providers.

Policies-based solution. Other works studied the possibility of protecting users

privacy through the definition of complex rule-based policies.

Hauser and Kabatnik [86] addressed this problem in a privacy-aware architecture

for a global location service, which allows users to define rules that will be eval-

uated to manage access to location information. Hengartner and Steenkiste [87]

described a method of using digital certificates combined with rule-based policies

to protect location information. The IETF Geopriv working group [88] addressed

privacy and security issues related to the disclosure of location information over the

Internet. The main goal is to define an environment (i.e., an architecture, protocols,

and policies) supporting both location information and policy data. The Geopriv

infrastructure relies on both authorization policies, posing restrictions on location

management and access, and privacy rules associated with the location informa-

tion, defining restrictions on how the released information can be managed by the
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counterparts.

Some proposals used the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) [41] to encode

users privacy preferences. In particular, Hong et al. [89] provided an extension

to P3P for representing user privacy preferences for context-aware applications,

while Langheinrich [90] proposed the pawS system that provides a privacy enabling

technology for end-users.

1.5.2. Open issues

We briefly describe some open issues that need to be taken into consideration in

the future development of location privacy techniques.

• Privacy preference definition. A key aspect for the success of location pri-

vacy techniques is the definition of a mechanism for privacy preferences

specification that balance between the two traditionally conflicting require-

ments of usability and expressiveness. Despite its importance for the ef-

fectiveness of a privacy solution, this issue has received little attention in

previous works on location privacy.

• Balancing location privacy and accuracy. Location privacy solutions should

be able to balance the need of privacy protection required by users and the

need of accuracy required by service providers. Location privacy techniques,

which are focused on users needs, could make the service provisioning im-

possible in practice due to the excessively degradation of location measure-

ment accuracy. A possible direction to avoid excessive degradation is the

definition of an estimator of the accuracy of location information, abstract-

ing from any physical attribute of sensing technology, which permits to

quantitatively evaluate both the degree of privacy introduced into a loca-

tion measurement and the location accuracy requested by a service provider.

Both quality of online services and location privacy could then be adjusted,

negotiated, or specified as contractual terms. A quantitative estimation of

the provided privacy level makes simpler the integration of privacy solutions

into a full fledged location-based application scenario [91, 92].

• Composition of privacy techniques. Usually, all location privacy solu-

tions implement a single privacy technique. This is clear in the case of

obfuscation-based techniques, where most of the solutions rely on tradi-

tional obfuscation by scaling the location area. An important requirement

for next generation solutions is to provide more techniques and combine

them to increase their robustness with respect to possible de-obfuscation

attempts performed by adversaries.

• Degree of privacy protection. Although some works [83–85] provide an esti-

mation of the degree of privacy introduced by location privacy techniques,

the real degree of privacy is not estimated yet. The real degree of privacy

must be calculated by analyzing the possibilities of an adversary to reduce
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the effects of the privacy techniques. As an example, consider a traditional

obfuscation-based technique by scaling the location area. Let assume that

the location of a user walking in an urban area has been obfuscated by just

increasing the radius to return an area that covers the whole city, rather

than an area with radius of some hundreds of meters. It would be reasonable

for an adversary to infer that the original area covers just few neighbor-

hoods rather than the whole city. Whereas such trivial de-obfuscation does

not produce exactly the original measure, it provides the adversary with

a better approximation of the original measurement than the obfuscated

area, hence, reducing the user’s location privacy.

1.6. Conclusions

This paper discussed aspects related to the protection of information in today’s glob-

ally networked society. We investigated recent proposals and ongoing work address-

ing different privacy issues in emerging applications and new scenarios focussing in

particular: on the combination of security policies and on their interchange and en-

forcement in open scenarios, on the protection of personal data undergoing public

or semi-public release, and on the protection of location information in location-

based services. For all these areas, we have briefly illustrated the challenges to be

addressed, current research, and open issues to be investigated.
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